
Sticks and Tissue No 37 – December 2009
I’d like to thank all the contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or 
phone 01202 625825       JamesIParry@talktalk.net     NOTE MY NEW EMAIL ADDRESS 

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from   http://www.cmac.net.nz/

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
compiler/publisher of Sticks and Tissue. The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s 
“as I receive and put in”.

Another tremendous Raynes Park MAC 2009 Christmas card by Mike Cumming shows Phil Smith’s 
1944 design Apocalypse with Corfe Castle in the background.
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Apocalypse Glider

Here are four photos and a few words from Phil showing the model.
“Apocalypse ten foot sailplane built during war (whilst in RAF) banana shaped fuselage based on 
actual model built by a Free-French pupil of mine in RAF.  Model exhibited at Dorland Hall 1946”.

          

           

Since inclusion of the above Phil wrote the following letter to Mike Cummings:-
What a pleasant and exciting experience to see the long time “Yellow-banana” creation adorning the 
face of your very much appreciated Xmas card of the Raynes Park Model Aircraft Club, You do me 
a great honour in accrediting the model to me after all those years - war-time in fact !.
The "Apocalypse " was a bit ahead of its time, built at the expense of His Majesties Royal Air Force 
at the back end of the war. I have no doubt that it was drawn out after reference possibly to an article 
by Alex Imrie in Vintage Corner, Aug 1984.
But what I like about your lovely portrayal of the Apocalypse is its location with Corfe Castle in the 
background, shrouded in the low-lying morning mists. It’s a romantic painting and gives me such 
pleasure to recall the model, not that it ever flew in such an enthralling location. You will no doubt 
have read the legend that went with the article, so wont repeat it here. Pity that it was that it never 
actually flew off a hillside, only ever towed up to altitude. If only I had waited a year or two before 
the advent of radio, then it might have had a different story.
As mentioned in the article, it eventually suffered a warrior’s funeral in a cremation in my back 
garden. It was all too big and complicated to have ever been a plan for a kit-that Veron would have 
ever contemplated it!  But I still have the ply box, which contained the model to transport it back to 
Manchester where I original, lived. The model incidentally was 9-foot span!
I still have the original press photo in quarto taken at Dorland Hall in 1946 in my Vintage files.
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Elf Cat control line model for 1.5cc engines, 
by J H Bailey from Aero Modeller January 
1959
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Tony Tomlin’s column

Projects for 2010
Tony has decided on a challenge and is building an enlarged Peter Fisher Ion Mk21.  This is a twin 
engine plane with push and pull motor configuration.  Here are the photos to date 22 December 2009. 
In TT’s words:-
 “Ionosphere MK21 by Peter Fisher coming along. Still L.H tip L/E to fit + sheeting centre section 
then it’s a simple matter of joining the tip section to the main wing [no dihedral braces on plan.] I 
have swapped the engines around, Enya 15 on the front with the OS26 pushing.  C.G now 3" further 
back. Should look less of an orange box when I fit the fuselage top. For the record, size has been 
increased by 20% from the original 60" giving a span of 75" [the wings plug in the fuselage sides 
giving an giving 3" extra span].”

                      

                    

                 

The Richmond Club, the early years  (Followed by Bob Dartnell’s account)                      
 The Richmond Club emerged from what was a collection of young lads, including me and my twin 
brother Ted, eager to exploit the pleasures or frustrations of flying free flight model aeroplanes.  We 
met at Richmond Park at weekends and holidays on the area designated by the authorities as the 
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“flying field”.   In 1957/58 we were flying models such as Cardinals, Tomboys, Debutantes, and in 
the case of Ted and I, we flew our own design contest power models powered with a DC Merlin. 
Generally engines were Mills .75’s, Merlins, ED Bees, Frog 80’s and 100’s.  Travel to the flying 
field  was  normally  by  pushbike  with  models  in  cardboard  boxes  tied  to  our  backs  with  string. 
[Incidentally the bicycles scattered around the flying field by the modellers were like magnets to the 
models!]. Someone dreamt up the name of  “ The Gremlins” for our group, as presumably things did 
not always go to plan!  One of the groups, Pete Green, offered the front room of his parent’s house as 
the club venue and his mother kept the tea flowing [how times have changed!].  The venue was at 
Derby Road, East Sheen in about 1958.  I remember the inaugural meeting as my club status allowed 
me a seat sitting on a 1900 Singer sewing machine lid.  Others present were Brother Ted, Mick 
Turner, Bernard Darman, ‘Plug’ Rawlings and Mick Fox, in total about 10 people.  Were you there?  
Soon the club grew too large and we found a new venue, the cellar of my dad’s grocery shop, in 
Sheen Lane, Mortlake.  By now we were attracting more mature members (meaning over 20 years 
old!), including Geoff Woodward, a member originally from the Emerald Isles who had flown proxy 
for others in world class competitions.
After around a year, [and now members of the SMAE], expanding membership meant an even larger 
venue was needed.  By now we met every week (Friday evenings?) at the Wigan Hall, North Worple 
Way, Mortlake.  Rubber RTP had a keen following with amazing speeds, or so it seemed on 6ft lines, 
for about 3 laps.  Jetex was also tried but normally cleared the room in about 5 seconds flat.  This 
was  probably  about  the  time  when  the  club  had  most  members.   Alan  Dorrel,  a  teacher  from 
Sutherland School, Wandsworth, who ran a school model club, introduced new members, including, 
Geoff Stokes, Alan Brown, Steve Watkins and Bob Dartnell and by this time John Perry had also 
joined the club. Sunday afternoons on Barnes Common were a hive of activity for control liners.
The  club  was  now travelling  to  various  meetings  by  coach  and certainly  visited  the  “Northern 
Heights” Gala at RAF Halton and events at Cranfield and Cranwell a number of times. The coach 
drivers were generally very accommodating, I even remember a Mobellete Moped being loaded on 
the coach and taken to the Northern Heights Gala for retrieval purposes!  Visits were also being 
made to Chobham Common meetings for the Croydon Gala, St Albans Gala etc.  My brother and I 
travelled on our trusty tandem [fitted with a 49cc Power Pak motor that drove via a roller on the 
tyre], whilst other members were on their motorcycles and some even in idiosyncratic cars  (John 
Dumble in a Goggomobil).
At this time Ted and I were having our first attempts at radio using a REP Unitone and a mechanical 

galloping ghost 
system. The 
mechanical pulser 
unit used a Mighty 
Midget motor 
rotating a drum with 
a simple movable 
wiper, giving a 
variable mark space 
ratio. This was all 
enclosed in a 
tinplate box  

Tony and Ted Tomlin at Chobham Common             Now 47 years later, flying Joe Konefes Buzzard 
Boxing Day 1961 flying a Nig Nog? Powered           Bombshells with the Eexter Club 2008
by a Merco 35 the wings folded shortly 
after launch.
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The Richmond Gremlins and Wandsworth School Club MAC  By Bob Dartnell

The  Wandsworth  school  club  Model  Aircraft  Club  was  a 
thriving society under the tutorage of Alan Dorrell, one of our 
schoolmasters who was also a member of the ‘Gremlins’ club. 
We flew mainly control line models, as we could fly within the 
boundaries of the school premises during club evenings, which 
seemed to be from Monday to Friday every week, [how my 
homework suffered!]. It would have been around 1960/61 that 
members of the Wandsworth School MAC were introduced to 

the ‘Gremlins’.

Our  early  visits  to  the 
Gremlins were just prior to the clubs move to the Wigan Hall, 
(and yes I do remember Tomlin senior’s grocery shop cellar). 
Those of us that  regularly attended club meetings were Alan 
Brown, Bob Dartnell,  Geoff Stokes, Tony (big Len) Leonard 
(he joined the police force and served in Malta and, so I have 
been informed, was the Chief Constable of Humberside when 
he  retired),  Don  Turner  (now  living  in  Canada)  and  Steve 

Watkin.
We young lads were in awe of the senior members 
building and flying  skills,  especially  the control 
line  flyers,  and  we  all  gained  much  from their 
knowledge.   I  should  add that  we all  flew free 
flight  models  as well,  cycling to Epsom Downs 
with our Mills and ED powered Ebenezer’s  and 
me  with  my  Keil  Kraft  Ladybird  that  my  Dad 
built for me, plus a few other Free Flighter’s, both 
Rubber and Powered.
One of my earliest recollections from those Gremlin days was of the Tomlin Twins. Tony Tomlin 
had a bitza motorbike nicknamed the ‘Deberg Special’ made from parts of BSA and Vellocette bikes 
that Tony tells me cost him £7.10 shillings, and best of all he sold it for £11.00! Brother Ted had an 
Aerial Golden Arrow that produced so much blue smoke it was unwise to follow him closely. Most 
of us young lads were still riding pushbikes, it would be a few more years before we had any form of 
motorised transport.
 During the early years we lads, together with the Gremlins club visited many of the popular aero 
modelling events, even camping out on Barkston Heath during one Nationals weekend.  From time to 
time notable figures in the aero modelling world visited the Richmond club.  One name that I recall 
was the late Kevin Lindsey, a speed flier (with engine tuner George Copeman), Kevin was also the 
designer of the very successful ED tuned pipes.  During one of our school fetes with the biggest 
crowd puller  of the day,  as  always,  the control  line flying,  one of our number  Tony (Big Len) 
Leonard had brought along a speed model, built from a free plan published in one of the magazines. 
I believe the model was designed  by the late Pete Drewell, a noted speed flyer in the 60’s.  Len’s 
model was powered by a new Blue Head Frog 1.5R, not exactly the motor the designer had in mind, 
but remember we were still young lads learning the ropes.  I recall I was pitting and believe Steve 
Watkin was on the handle end.  Needless to say I could not start the engine.  Kevin rushed over to 
take control of the pitting but he too failed to get the Frog running, probable cause, flooded engine!
The following Friday at the Wigan Hall, Kevin arrived with a box of Copeman tuned Super Tigre 
G20G parts, all parts as I recall had matching numbers.  Kevin assemble the engine and gave it to 
me, adding this is the engine used in our 1961 Criterum of Aces speed model.  Sadly I couldn’t start 
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the engine,  neither  could my club mates.   So I  fitted  it  to  one of my Kookaburra Spitfire  stunt 
models, (of which I had two, normally powered by a 1958 Fox Rocket 15, a great little engine).  This 
model  along  with  a  few  other  semi  scale  stunt  models  was  designed  by  the  Australian  Geoff 
Pentland,  (If anyone reading this has any of the old Kookaburra plans for sale or copy I would 
appreciate hearing from them).
The sad part of the story of the Lindsey/Copeman  G20G is that I took the Spitfire fitted with the 
G20 to Bill Davis’s model shop in East Sheen and swapped it for a used Taifun Tornado.  Only now 
in my 60‘s do I realise the error of my ways.  The model was sold on, so who knows, this historic 
engine may still be out their somewhere.

(The photos I came across in Model Aircraft May 1963, Bob was at the school when taken JP)

Convert your FF7 to 2.4GHz
Spectrum 2.4GHz TX conversion set with AR7000 dual receiver. Never used still in original 
packing. Cost £152.00 for sale at £100.00 ono.
Contact Tony Tomlin, 020 8 641 3505 email pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com

Satellite semi-scale control line stunt model at 43” span 
for 2.5 – 3.5cc motors by M F Hawkins. February 1959 
Model Aircraft
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David Kinsella’s Column

The Phil Smith Story - Part VII
And so we come to the close of the great story. These days Phil flies his models when the mood and 
the weather Bournemouth way combine to make it an enjoyable experience. Usually it’s the famous 
Stentorian as pictured earlier.
Ever the true builder he does not care for ARTF, and for certain we would all agree with that! 
Designing for and running one of the great companies in the world of aeromodelling and model 
boats, Phil met and knew everyone in the business and it's not surprising that his drive to get things 
done saw production duties overflow into the home: impellers and canopies and wire parts bent to 
pattern. It's very much the way creatives get things done. On a trip to France, one day he met Pere 
Amiard, priest, aeromodeller and member of an escape team for downed Allied aircrew. He was 
presented with a medal by the mayor and made several good friends. Phil Smith has a good stock of 
Veron, Mercury and Bowden plans and is always keen to help (01202 433431). Good luck, Phil, and 
hearty thanks from us all

Lion's Share
The size and magnificence of Carinhall, part in a Swedish hunting lodge style, boasted scampering 
lions - much to the astonishment of first-time visitors. Here Great War fighter ace Hermann Goering 
accepts a kiss from one of his big cats, well cared for on the vast 
Schorf Heath estate to the east of Berlin (running, for example, from 
London to Coventry). Elk and bison roamed by the great lakes, and 
other reserves were established at Darss and Rominten in East Prussia. 
As Reichjadgermeister the man who flew with the Red Baron had 
control over all forestry and hunting matters. Because of the great 
distances to be covered, the special 12-cylinder Maybach or private 
train were always to hand as was the one-off grey Mercedes. Further 
lions resided on a mezzanine floor at his palace on Leipziger Platz, 
Berlin, and rolled on the lawns once enjoyed by Crown Prince Wilhelm.

Glorious Gloster
Happy Jetex flights were remembered when I saw the Keil Kraft Javelin plan (S&T No 32). Just 
about their last jet and probably in need of development work to sort out weather problems, the big 
two seater flew well in model form. Possibly we used cartridge paper on the upper surfaces to hide 
wing ribs and stringers, but after 'testing over long grass' (how that takes me back!) the delta flew 
straight and true, that hike at the wing-tip giving her a nice groove to fly in. Yet another good one 
from Albert, perhaps drawn with the instruments I now have. An artist of the old school working on 
a flat table, his great T-squares of wood, compasses of the same material, calipers and pens gave us 
many of the classics we enjoy today. And good Javelin stuff in S&T No 35.

Released
Profiles appeared so long ago now that many readers may not have heard of these fine little booklets 
costing just 2/- (10p). Hundreds were issued on aeroplanes, cars, railway engines and ships, each 
with two pages of colour and each written in detail by an expert. Artists such as P Endsleigh. Castle 
did magnificent work here. More than 150 of the original drawings were auctioned in June 1985, 
each a snip at around £200! A few were much enlarged and surfaced as quality prints at 3ft or so 
(such as Gresley's LNER A4 which appeared as Mallard and Silver Link in Profile 19). Airfix boxes 
were noted for stirring scenes - one in front of me depicts a Bristol F2B Fighter of A Flight No 5 
(Army Co-operation) Squadron RAF on patrol in India in 1925 - but where are the many originals 
now? To date I have only seen one original Bagley. Where is all this important stuff?
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Water Baby 
Out of Homestead AFB and heading north up the Atlantic coast of the USA a B47 of the Strategic 
Air Command was on a long training flight. But it was February 1958, Cold War readiness requiring 
the presence of a 3-ton Mk15 hydrogen weapon in the bomb-bay. Suddenly the SAC bomber was 
alongside a F86 fighter, violent shocks and tearing metal causing Colonel Richardson to turn east for 
open water, requesting clearance as he prepared to dump the Mk15 in 
the sea. Bomb gone before the ok was given, it fell off the coast of 
Savannah, Georgia - and vanished!  To date three searches have failed to 
discover its whereabouts. Head of SAC General Curtis LeMay stands by 
the K2 Allard of Fred Wacker, president of the Sports Car Club of 
America. Famous for leading the Mailed Fist on low level bombing raids 
in his B17s, LeMay and Fred Wacker established sports car racing on 
bomber bases (the first Sebring at Hendrick Field) and with other USAF 
officers supported the Allard team at Le Mans in 1953. But where is that 
bomb? 

Tons At Tunbridge
Now settled in from its Archway base in London, the Aviation Bookshop at 31-33 Vale Road, 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent (01892 539 284) may well have that book or mag you're chasing. If the 
Archway tradition has been maintained from the great days of Jack Beaumont, a good eight hours is 
advisable if a thorough search is intended. The station is just minutes away. 

Won Her Stripes
Rolled out in May at York's NRM, the magnificence of 4-cylinder 
Duchess of Hamilton of the old LMS reminds us of the golden age of 
steam traction. Re-streamlined over three years at Tyseley, the 
engine represented the UK at the New York Trade Fair in 1939 and 
risked the U-boats on its return in 1942. Owned for a while by Sir 
Billy Butlin, Hamilton's 6ft 8in driving wheels have carried her 
safely over 1.5 million miles. 

Pool Cool
Heading south over London Bridge in 2001 1 looked to my left and saw a large platform float out 
from St Katherine's Dock and come up river. On it was a giant figure, a full 30ft high in light grey. 
Drawing gasps of amazement and cheering as it cruised around the Pool, it was clear that
Jacko's publicity department was as sharp as ever. With hits from the age of five (!) Jackson backed 
his records with massive seven and eight figure budgets. But as they say, only in America.

Fooled 'Em
Early for the November meeting, Mike treated me to I Was Monty's Double (1958 100 mins). We all 
know the story, Time Out giving it a 'highly enjoyable' rating. And, of course, Clifton James was 
Monty in the movie just as he was when he stepped off the aeroplane in Gibraltar. John Mills (Ice 
Cold made in the same year), Cecil Parker, Leslie Phillips, Sam Kidd, John Le 
Mesurier, they were all there. Bryan Forbes wrote the script to a great spoof 
pulled off by the Brits, one of several too.

Book Business
I’m looking for a copy of my Allard book (Haynes Publishing), Must have a 
good cover.  Seen here is a J”X on a TV set in Scotland.  V8 engine is a 
Chrysler 5.4 litre.  Good for 150 mph.
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Filton's Giant
The nearest I came to the Bristol Brabazon was to photograph the vastness of the hangar in which the 
aeroplane was built. More than twice the size of the Avro Lancaster - 
230ft span against the bomber's 102ft - its sheer size, low power, off-target 
role and lack of orders saw it scrapped within four years and with it the 
second machine only half-built. But of great beauty and causing gasps of 
amazement when the silver Brabazon appeared low over Cody's Tree at 
Farnborough and cruised down the runway at 230mph, adventures to 
Scotland, the Paris Air Show and along the south coast are as clearly 
remembered as a sighting of airships R100 and 101. Powered by 
supercharged radials hidden in the wings, l6ft Rotol contra props of wood, 
drawing boards and slide rules, 1000 monitoring dials and acres of paper 
make links with Spruce Goose or the Poll Giant less than tenuous. The 
massive tail.

Suits You, Sir
Long ago a famous publisher observed that a book without mistakes had cost too much to produce. 
Recently I noticed a caption, which referred to Fokker DVII pilots in their prized Sidcot flying suits. 
Sounds a bit risky to me.... .. Captured gear was much enjoyed. - leather top coats with the angled 
map pocket across the chest, Udet in a RFC Observer's tunic and fleece-lined thigh boots - but was 
the Sidcot around in 1918, its inventor a mere 24 at the time? After Cheltenham College and flying 
service with the RNAS, Frederick Sidney Cotton worked for the sealing fleets in Newfoundland, one 
story being that he flew in oiled and heavy sealing gear for protection. From this and mail service in 
the area came Cotton's famous one-piece suit. A keen yachtsman and a member of several London 
clubs, Cotton lived in Stanwell, Middlesex.

Blower business
Braced with Dorothy Paget's money ex RFC pilot Sir Henry 'Tim' Birkin (reasonably flush with cash 
from his Nottingham lace business) created the 4-cylinder Blower Bentley, North of London and 
well away from Bentley the man who did not care for the idea at all!  The item like a robust Tudor 
codpiece with two BU carburettors to one side, the 4 1/2 
litre Bentley — dark green, aero screens, Union flag 
amidships, massive Lucas headlights and a mighty petrol 
tank — became the wheels of dashing bloods and even 
007 Bond himself. Amherst Villiers designed the Roots-
type supercharger that gave the 4 1/2 its provocative front 
end, even printing a booklet about it. But as we shall see, 
this cousin of Churchill was an artist, designed for 
Campbell and BRM, was involved with Mays and ERA, restored cars himself and spent twenty years 
on the US space programme. A battler to the end,
he expired before his famous court action was won, part of it heard in his London home. 

Fooled You
In a bid to make the target area safe for our crews, Bomber Command employed Window (metalised 
strips dropped by aircraft) and later Corona. Here German-speaking operatives imitated Luftwaffe 
controllers and sent 109s and 190s to the wrong place! Then came ABC (Airborne Cigar) in which 
the fake controllers flew with our bombers. The other side switched to female controllers and we did 
the same. Countering again, and as confirmed by Peter Spoden, the Luftwaffe hit on a musical code 
system: Vienna (Strauss was played), Berlin (Brandenburg marches), Cologne (carnival music) and 
so on. Spoden praised RAF pilots: banking steeply to check the blind area below, corkscrew dives to 
loose fighters, full rolls and even loops! Brute strength in arms and airframes won the day. 
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Common Design?
With the auto industry in the state it's in the ghost of Walter P Chrysler may be none too happy. Nip 
back sixty years and we see that Chrysler about to launch their super 5.4 litre 'Fire Power' V8 engine. 
Of 180bhp in standard form the Fire Power stole a 
march on others who were still fitting old side valve 
units. Enter Zora Arkus-Duntov, designer of the ohv 
Ardun kit which converted Ford engines to the 
modern layout. Soon he would work for Allard in 
London, drive an Allard at Le Mans in 1953, move 
to General Motors and head the Chevrolet Corvette 
Stingray project. Tom Senter and others in 
California feel that parts of the Fire Power and 
Ardun are virtually identical.... The Fire Power was Briggs Cunningham's choice for his sports cars 
and for years was the engine to beat in quarter-mile dragster racing. Here is Zora at Le Mans in 1953.

Possible Source 
Ian Allan's book and model shop is close to Waterloo station. At 45 Lower Marsh (0207 7401) 9 to 5 
hours permit a thorough examination of railway and aviation items, its strength naturally enough in 
railway material.

Testing TV
Slick ice early last year put me in hospital with a broken tibia and fibula. Not too mobile I turned on 
my big TV in my super room and relaxed to be entertained. It took time! Apart from the various 
antique shows and the World at War I found little of interest. Truly a wonderful invention, these days 
it seems lacking in variety and quality. Normally I don't watch it - and I don't think I've missed much.

Kaiser Chief
Emperor of Germany and King of Prussia, Wilhelm II plunged into 
serious sailing in the 1890s. Taking the name Meteor from a 
gunboat in the Franco-Prussian war of 1870, the first yacht was the 
America's Cup challenger Thistle of 115ft, but re-named Meteor I. 
Outclassed by 1895, her place was taken by Glasgow-built Meteor 
II, one of the finest cutters ever built, and impressive at 
128ft. A huge sail area measured 12,000sq ft and a full crew 
exceeded 25 under Captain Gomes. Several races were won. Then 
came Meteor III, American built, 195ft, arriving off Hythe for 
interior finishing by London's Waring & Gillow. Able to set a 
cloud of sail on two towering masts, holding a tack to within 20ft 
of Ingomar (122ft and with right of way) disaster at Kiel Week in 
1904 was averted when Meteor bore away. Giants clashing was indeed dangerous, falling rigging 
killing Baron von Zedtwitz off Southsea in 1896. Vintage items are collected, a dinner plate from 
Meteor III fetching £700 or so. At a London Boat Show many years ago I saw a book about an 
American J-Class of the 1930s. Inside was a piece of the yacht's sail, 
surprisingly a light biscuit colour. Sails, artists all, were not always vivid 
white, clean, neat and tidy!  Pictured is Meteor II.

Barton Briefing - Part II
The surge of interest in Dick Barton saw Don Stannard as Barton on the silver 
screen, Hammer backed by money from the tobacco industry making four 
shorts with stirring titles such as Dick Barton Strikes Back. With a V8 K1 
Allard two-seater supplied by the Clapham works, Stannard in a tweed jacket 
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and twills was mobbed in Haslemere, scratched initials on the red car evidence of a great enthusiasm 
for the BBC's Special Agent. And at the BBC, of course, it had been necessary to create Snowy and 
Jock, the satellites supporting Barton. George Victor 'Snowy' White (John Mann) was born in West 
Ham, his father a fitter with the LMS Railway. Snowy was Barton's platoon sergeant in September 
1943 when he joined No 20 Commando and remained with Barton in civvy street. Jock Anderson 
(Alex McGrindle) was a late arrival to complete the derring do trio, his father a Caithness crofter and 
fisherman until he moved to Glasgow to join the police force. After war service with the Highland 
Light Infantry, John 'Jock' Anderson was introduced to Barton. With no room in London for the 
whole recording team (15 or more) the first episodes were played out in Birmingham.

Racer Brace
And we round off with David Finch's Gengangaren (Howarth-tuned 
Oliver III) and my Fourth Dimension (Rivers Silver Arrow). David's 

many Team Racers 
includes an Irvine-
powered Phucti 
Fino which won the 
Wharfedale 1000 in 
2007. Away from the circle and its tough demands 
on endurance and concentration, David enjoys big 
stuff in the form of a Bristol Fighter and a Tiger 
Moth.  The Brisfit is a magnificent job, fully 
rigged, gunned up and dawn patrol ready for 

investigations over Polygon Wood. By my model a fan of Treasure Island, I saw in Waterstones no 
less than seven different editions of the pirate yarn in print since 1883.  My LJS sports Robinson
wheels and spinner and workmanship is to Alan Walker's usual high standard.

Middle Wallop dates

Taken from 1066 website.   These are provisional and 
awaiting license

February 7
March 28
April 3, 4, 5
May 9
August 28, 29, 30
September 26
October 10
December 5

Myself and Tony Tomlin are hoping that we will be allowed to continue in 2010 as for 2008/9 that is 
run RC and CL at the April, May and August meetings, on the Sunday of each.  As soon as 
confirmed or denied I’ll include in S&T or it will appear on SAM1066 website.
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Jetex did rubber models as well

Cloud tramp postal - 2009 and for 2010    From Jim Moseley

Gentlemen - for your interest, herewith the results of the 2009 Cloud Tramp Postal, and details of 
that for 2010  Any encouragement you can provide to readers to participate in 2010 would be much 
appreciated!
                   CLOUD TRAMP POSTAL CONTEST 2009

Thank you all for your support and participation, which appears to be cyclical - 24 flyers in 2007, 34 
in 2008 and now back to the 24 level once again.  I hopefully look forward to the upswing once more 
in 2010!
I have posted the undernoted entries and scores to the CT event within the 18th WorldWide Postal, 
which closes June 30th, 2010.  However, as you did not specifically enter the WWP as such, should 
you feel that you could better the scores posted here then please feel free to fly your CT’s again 
before that date, and I’ll happily substitute and update the results in that contest.  
In some instances it might be difficult to better the scores...  an examination of the flight times show 
some consistently outstanding flights, though some are such that – notable as they may be –  are 
discarded and do not affect the results – not least that near ten minute flight enjoyed by Joseph 
Pengilley.
I look forward to running this fun event once again next year   (make a note – August 7th to 
September 30th 2010)   and hope to welcome each one of you back again - and do try to  talk 
someone else into building and flying a Cloud Tramp  (or even into flying yours  -no BOM rule, 
remember).  If you forwarded scores on behalf of those without email addresses, please ensure they 
receive a copy of this report.
The main thing is that everyone had fun. There’s no better motive or outcome.
Thank you again – one and all – and at this time of year may I wish you a very happy forthcoming 
holiday season – and good flying in 2009/2010, no matter what your F/F or other interests might be.
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Cloud Tramp Postal Competition  August 7th – September 30th   2010

For a number of years the ‘Grant Mimloct Mass Launch’ event has been conducted from both the 
U.K and the U.S.A. on a given date and has steadily received support – in 2009, 177 models were 
simultaneously launched from all parts of the world.   The 2010 Mass Launch is now scheduled for 
Saturday August 7th at 1700 hrs. British Summer Time i.e. 1200  hrs .New York, 0900 hrs. 
California,   etc.    For further details contact the website at http://www.mikedparker.karoo.net/    A 
CT plan may be downloaded from this site, which itself is well worth an inspection.
This postal competition has been arranged to give Cloud Tramp enthusiasts a further opportunity to 
fly their models, this time in a more competitive fashion. The contest opening is timed to coincide 
with the Mass Launch but flights may be made at any time thereafter until closure on September 
30th.
Any version of the Cloud Tramp, and other essentially similar designs by C.H. Grant, is eligible, 
whether  published  or  kitted,  fitted  with  an 8” propellor  (plastic  optional)  and any type  of  shaft 
bearing.
Five flights are to be made and recorded; the shortest and longest flights will be discarded and the 
remainder totaled, in seconds, to arrive at the final score.   
The  ‘Builder of the Model’ rule is not applicable to this contest, models may be freely exchanged 
and flown by individuals – the purpose is to permit participation by as many  as possible, particularly 
children and young people to whom the flying of this model may be an encouragement to further 
modeling activities.  
There is no entry fee for this contest and the results will be published as widely as possible, by all 
available means.  Photos and flying anecdotes are especially welcomed.

  Please  advise:-
 

A) Name of contestant, with email address if available.
B) Age of contestant, if under 15 years.
C) Times of five flights, in seconds.

The above details should be forwarded by the end of October 
to the Contest Organiser:-
              Jim Moseley,   19 Banner Crescent, Ajax, Ontario 
L1S 3S8, Canada.
                    Email:  jjmoseley@look.ca       Telephone:  (905) 683-3014

Note:  Your scores may also be seconded to the longer-term CT event in the WorldWide Postal 
Contest, if desired.                               

GOOD FLYING

Last month’s front photo

The following details were received:

Hi James, yes it was Sid Allen in the picture, I was in the background somewhere.  I recall seeing Sid 
I think the nats at Waterbeach one or two years later, somebody will have the correct dates, the flight 
sticks in my memory as it was 3 reed each driving a sequential actuator, I can see the clockwork 
elevator actuator being wound. The engine was by then I think a Miles 5cc, it ran like beautifully and 
sounded like a bell!
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Sid did loops and got a big hand from the crowd, and I think won.]
Sid was not just a radio man as he had a Gypsy Moth plan in the APS range, I had a freeflight 
version with an ED 346 which I flew on Biggin Hill as we could use it for models in the early to mid 
1950`s. Much has changed in 50 years!
Regards Geoff Goldsmith

Heading photo - definitely Sid Allen.  
Could the large shaggy-haired gentleman in the centre be Max Coote?                  
Jim Moseley

Tyke 44” span rubber model by Messrs G Cameron, V 
Dubery, K Ritter and H Tubbs.  MA August 1952
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From Tim Westcott

I attach some pictures that are from one of my D A Paveley photograph albums. 
The following text may be of help if you choose to use any of the information so do 'Cut and Paste' 
as you see fit.  
The Spark Ignition engined machine looks to be simply one of his compressed air designs - but with 
a petrol engine up front! 
The picture of the shop may be of passing interest to Paveley aficionados. 
The winders are his originals and I have managed to wind both motors of an 'A' Frame pusher (from 
the 'front' end) with one of them. 
The picture of D.A.P. with the compressed air aircraft suggests the machine to be quite an early 
example of his work. 
The model that I have suggested is a 'Farman' type really interests me and I may attempt to produce 
plans - and subsequently a replica - from the photograph!

                         
      Paveley with petrol model       Paveley’s shop 185/187 Replingham Road, SW18

           
   Small winding gear                                                    Winding Delta

                                    
          With compressed air model With Farman type model
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From Bryan Targett

 This is my latest creation, slightly unusual, it is a design by Ed Beshar in 1939. ( Put his name in 
Google there is a biography) I bought a "Kit"off EbaY,  it 
was produced by PROKIT Products of Womersly 
Doncaster I would think in the 70s or early 80s.
On the Box it states "Building Experience Helpful" this 
qualifies as a major understatement!!
Fortunately the wing ribs were still present, as the plan has 
no drawing, outline, cross-section or similar, and each wing 
has 14 ribs all different, and Tapered spars.
The only former identified was the firewall, and again there 

are no drawings, Along with these sparse drawings were 2 bags of unidentified pieces along with the 
single piece of information that the motor (originally a Brown Junior) required 3degrees down thrust.
The plan had been redrawn with side windows but 
showed the original "Porthole" type as I have built it. I 
could not find a picture anywhere, so always having 
liked puzzles, I decided to build it, which proved 
fairly easy. I discarded the manufacturer's  triple Bell 
crank rudder arrangement (loads of free play) instead I 
used 2 Multiplex nano servos, in fairness these were 
not available when the kit was made.
I don't know if it would win any beauty stakes BUT it 
is different.
The Technical bit
I used an MVVS 2.5/1120 kv motor turning a 10x7 APS elecric prop. with 3S 2,200 lipo and Jeti 
Spin 44 ESC. Radio is Futaba 2.4GHz.

She is covered in Vintage Solartex and all up flying 
weight is 2kg.
Gleaned from the plan with the aid of some 
construction lines and trigonometry I set up the 
tailplane incidence at zero with +3 degrees for the 
wing and of course the 3 degree downthrust stated on 
the plan.
With the motor set up I've use  and the undercambered 
wing 5 or 6 degrees would not be too much.   The glide 
is super though and landing is smooth and gentle, no 
need for motor.

I intend to get started on a Carl Goldberg 
"SAILPLANE", Its drawings are the very opposite 
to the Alpa Corsair, their detail is comprehensive to 
the extreme, but if anyone got the single leg 
retracting U/C to work, he's a better man than I am 
Ghunga Din,
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From Dave Bishop of DB Sound
 
Found these pictures on the in-tray of my computer, which were taken on a nice cold Free- Flight 
Wednesday afternoon at Epsom Racecourse. Sadly I have mislaid the tape with the records of who 
they all are and perhaps S&T readers might be able to supply the names of some of the flyers and 
models.   I know one of them is Keith Miller with a Mick Farthing lightweight, Peter Michel and 
glider and Bob Taylor but the rest of the chap’s names eludes me.
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Autumn Flying at Morden Park – from Raynes Park MAC, Mike Cummings

 
25 September 2009 a hot calm day – perfect conditions. Photographs show an active group with 
Gerry Parker’s Powerhouse. Barry Lightfoot’s Super 60, Trevor Perkins’s Saito-powered Junior 60 
in Audi livery and Mike Cummings’s Junior 60 Oliver Major- powered.
This new Raynes Park site is found to be an excellent local amenity for modellers.

From David Acton

My name is Dave Acton. I'm from across the pond (White Plains, New York). I really enjoy
your website as my interest in competition models is waning and sport flying, I find much
more relaxing. I particularly like diesels as the support equipment is much less.
My fleet right now consists of 2 Tom Boys (naturally) one with floats and both powered
with Indian Mills .75s a Tom Thumb- Bambi .009, a Poppet- ED Baby, a Bugaboo also

Indian Mills and a recently completed Cloud Elf Powered 
with Dave Boddington's Mills Twin
I finished  it to late to get in any test flights, so I'll have to 
wait till Spring. The airplane is
covered with Polyspan with 8 coats of clear nitrate dope. all 
up weight is 397 gms. After
much breaking in, the twin runs fine inverted. The CG 
looks good but once again I'll have
to wait for 
Spring for some 
tall grass.
Keep up the 
good work and 
if you get a 
chance, check 
my club's 
website

www.brooklynskyscrapers.org

I would be interested in finding out more about the Cloud 
model airplane company. I found photos of the Cloud Elf and the Cloud 3 engine on the internet. 
They were part of an estate sale in England. I was given the plans by William Harvey of Hampshire, 
England. His photo graces the opening page of the Brooklyn Skyscrapers website.
I always enjoy running spark engines, having owned an run just about every American engine you 
can think of. For sport flying I prefer diesels. I run a Forester .99 in my Powerhouse but that's 
another story. Attached are some photos of my Musketeer, which was kitted by Berkeley about 1949. 
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It is powered by a type 3 Atom and I flew it both freeflight and R/C. It is silk covered and now is part 
of a display in a restaurant.
I am looking forward to the Dec. issue of S&T. I leave Dec. 27 for a freeflight contest
in Florida and will try to take some interesting photos.

                      

Photo from Phil Smith showing a Comet powered by 
4 Jetex 100 units at Hullavington Nationals.

From Dave Day

1967 team trials.  I think Mick Harveys model was an Aldrich 'Ag-Cat'. But who was top left?
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From Adam Chambers

Record Breaker pic attached for use. Eflite 60 powered, 6 cell lipos, go's vertical on 1/2 power and is 
a superb thermal hound. AUW 6.2 llbs. Belair Part kit. 
I’d also be interested to hear from anyone who has built a 
Schiffermuller low wing design. 02380 601607 or email 
adamtc75@hotmail.com
I’m not sure if 
you or readers 
are aware of a 
superb website 
dedicated to the 
building of 
vintage models. 

Its one of the special forums on rc groups. If you go to 
rcgroups.com, search down to the section on 'exotic and 
special interest' and then 'vintage and old timers'. You 
will then tap into a large number of builders around the 
world building some pretty obscure and fine models, The mighty Valkyrie, Enlarged Skylark, 
various sized Spooks are the current projects. 
You have to register to see the pics but its all safe and well worth the effort to see some superb 
building and ideas. 
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Karin 45” span rubber model by R Linton.  MA 
November 1962

Power Duration RC Affected - Bill Longley

I should have included the following from clubmate Bill Longley 
last month but forgot so here now are the rules for a comp to be run and sponsored by Bill in 2010. 
This is followed by photos that I took on 24 December 2009 when I stopped by his workshop (Work 
as in earning money and job).    There are a few of us who will join in so come on get building.
       
TASUMA TROPHY SERIES Proposal of Rules for Vintage/ Nostalgia Power Duration Events 
for 2010 

Object :
                  To encourage the flying of nostalgic F/F power duration type models, flown with R/C 
ASSIST.  Whereby the control should only act as basic guidance and to facilitate landing within say 
50 metres of the take off point, thus eliminating the chore of retrieving with your old legs, but still 
allowing thermal hunting
      3 classes
A)   1/2A  class,   COX 049 / 051 , MPJET  etc
B)    A / B  3.2ccs   PAW 19,  TORP 19,  OS 19  etc
C)    C / D  Open   TORP 45  or another ?
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Electric,  motor unit compatible with above classes ,values to be decided 
I) Models to have been designed & published  by the 1st Jan1960.
2) Designs may be scaled up or down, with appropriate changes to materia1 sizes. Rib spacing may 
be changed, but aerofoil section to remain as the original.
3) Covering material. Modern adhesive or other film type material, including Solartex, discouraged. 
Litespan or Airspan is acceptable, along with tissue, silk, nylon 
4)Motor size according to class.  only  plain bearing crankshafts. And no Schnuerle ported  motors. 
Electric motors according to class, appropriate wattage to be determined.
5) Motor run 15 - 30 sec.( C.D. decision on the day ) This may be controlled either by radio or a 
clockwork timer, . Only one "no flight" allowed per round, either as a result of an over-run, or a 
flight less than 30 sec.
6) Weather conditions permitting, there will be 3 rounds, each with a maximum depending on 
conditions, but probably around 3 - 6 mins. Aggregate score to count. If necessary a final fly-off 
round will be held.
7)Models may be hand launched or R.O.G.(question? Bonus for R.O.G.? 
Possible suggested designs
1/2A
     SLICKER MITE
     JUNIOR MALLARD
     RAMROD
    SPACER
     STARDUSTER               etc
A/B
     SLICKER
     MALLARD
     ZOOT SUIT
     CREEP
     DIXIELANDER
     Y-BAR
     SWISS MISS
     DREAMWEAVER
     RAMROD 600 / 800
     SPACER 600 / 800
     STARDUSTER  600           etc
C/D
    SUPER SLICKER
    NIG NOG
    RAMROD 1000    
    STARDUSTER 900             etc    

                  
  Power model under construction                                USA origin kits ready to be built
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  Sandy Hogan with Peacemakers in background

                 
  Covering paste powder, who remembers?                       FROG wheels

                     
 This demonstration model is 6Kg and powered
 by Irvine 20 diesel on 24 Ozs of fuel!                                        
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Mercury Marlin this is the Alan Walker 1984 plan
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Free Flight Nationals From Barry
 
Do I need to be alarmed , or am I seeing spooks. My recollections tell me that radio control took over 
the original nationals, the free flight modellers had to move to a completely new event the now Free 
Flight  Nationals. The 2009 event was blessed with near perfect weather conditions, so
what am I squeaking about. I will tell you, I note in a power club news sheet a prominent SAM 
official writes on behave of SAM.   "Next year 2010 our activities at the F/F Nationals will be
prevalent with more vintage flying as well a competitions, which will include an enhanced RC 
duration event.   In this there will be two classes, A for models with ic motors up to 2cc and B for 
models with larger motors.
The models must have been designed prior to Jan 1956 usually this will be a free flight modified for 
2 channel radio or 3 channel with motor control".  Hang on, this is full radio control not radio 
retrieve as he would have us believe. Call a halt now gentleman or you will have A  and B certs 
required plus large roped off areas and the pit police to contend with. Come on Mr W. leave the free 
flight men to enjoy the wide open area of Barkston Heath.
Ps, note that against the comments in Sticks and Tissue, SAM have extended the 
classic models up to 1970.  Get your blinkers off    Old Bill   and get stuck back in

          
                    
Two photos from Barry taken at 2009 Nats.  Left is Bob Taylor (as in Epsom Downs photo) don’t  
know who it is on the right JP
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30” span Taube by  P M H Lewis for .5cc MA 
December 1953

With regret the last of the Swiss photos sent by Peter Renggli taken by Urs 
Brandt
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Beaconeer by R Godden 62 ¾” slope soarer - Aeromodeller October 1960
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These 50’s design slope soarers really do appeal to me.  I managed to get hold of an Aries plan and 
intend to build in 2010.  Happened to be talking to Geoff Jones who told me he knew G Upson back 
in the fifties, the Aries designer, and he informed me of the original colour scheme and the fact that  
the APS plan is incorrect in that the original’s fuselage was 2” longer.  Perhaps it was shortened to 
fit on a certain paper size?  Apparently G Upson could until a few years ago, possibly still be seen 
riding his pushbike around Harrow.  Of course anyone who can add to please do.  JP

Allendale Indoor 22 December 2009

The indoor season is now well into its stride around the country and no more so than in Dorset.  If 
you enjoy RC indoor then Wimborne MAC runs two meets per month and Christchurch  Club one. 
Bournemouth MAS hold a monthly free flight only meeting at Allendale, which is in Wimborne 
Minster.  These are always really good evenings with Roy tiller organising a comp or two, general 
flying and of course Flitehook in attendance which is handy when there is something you need.
Here are the photos I took with a new camera which as you can see I haven’t worked out how to use 
yet, probably never will!
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John Taylor presenting Dave Ashenden         Line up for the Gymminie Cricket comp
with bottle after a winning flight of exactly 
30 seconds

That’s it for 2009 best wishes to all for 2010
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